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A CULTURAL DEMOCRACY

by Crarnr BnowN
(23, Mount Street, Breaston, Derbyshire)

A locality and a culture
By the second half of the nineteenth century, Long Eaton was an expanding town. Its
prosperity was based on a number of industries, but foremost upon the manufacture of
lace. The recency of the town's development meant that it lacked the well-established
traditions and structures of places that had developed earlier, however. Many of the
people, both employers and employees had come into the town; they had not been
brought up there. There was no 'squire' as such. 'It was a town where no single firm or
family exercised a leading role. There was no squire to touch the forelock to, no great
mill owner whose personality would overshadow the lives of his employees'.r Although
many of the large employers played a paternalistic role, their roots lay in the working
classes, not among the gentry.

It was perhaps this lack of a traditional hierarchical structure which lead Sir Michael
Sadler in 1904 to describe the social and economic structure of Long Eaton as

an example of collectivist democracy . . . highly democratic in feeling and organization.2

Although committees generally included at least one of the wealthy manufacturers of
the district, they also gave an opening for small businessmen and skilled workers to take
part in local government. As an example, the candidates standing in the 1885 School
Board elections included a fitter, an engineer and a Roman Catholic priest among their
number.

Sadler pin-pointed two organisations which played an important role in the town: the
Co-operative Society and the Free Church. Both reflected the climate of democracy and
co-operation in the town, and both gave opportunities for members to participate in
organisation, to establish positions in society distinct from their status at work.
Members of one organisation often belonged to the other, so that

Although there is no direct link between Nonconformism and the co-operative movement in
Long Eaton, the indirect influence has undoubtedly been considerable.,

Support for Nonconformist churches was very strong, especially among the lace
manufacturers and workers, and during the nineteenth century many new chapels and
churches were built. These provided accommodation for a growing membership among
the established sects and, in keeping with Nonconformist belief in the value of
education, enabled Sunday schools to be held, often attracting large numbers of
children. The Wesleyan school rooms, which later saw service under the School Board,
were intended to accommodate a hundred children, giving perhaps some idea of both
the interest in Nonconformism and the need for some form of education, since the
curriculum included reading as well as religion. Inhabitants of the town had also an
extensive choice even within the Nonconformist sector, as the nineteenth century saw
the founding of a number of splinter groups, each 'with its own chapel and, where
numbers and finance warranted, its own schoolroom.

The Long Eaton Co-operative Society was founded in 1868 by William Burns, a
Primitive Methodist, following the precepts of the Rochdale Pioneers. Despite an-
tagonism from retailers and some employers,a the Long Eaton Co-operative flourished
to become, by the twentieth century, the largest single retailer and employer in the
district. Many of the early members were active Nonconformists, which, considering
the similarity in aims and organisation of the two movements, is far from surprising.
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Members were encouraged to participate at all levels, and those involved in the early
days of the Co-op. had ample opportunity to achieve high positions if they wished.

The emphasis in these organisations lay on self-determination, on the individual
fulfilling his potential through his own efforts. This perhaps accounts to some extent for
the importance placed on education, becoming increasingly the path to success. In
forming the Long Eaton Co-op., the founder members made provision for an
educational fund, and in July 1877 an Education Committee was constituted to
administer this money, then amounting to f 17.9s.8d. In line with the work of such
groups as the Mechanics Institutes, the Co-op. first provided reading rooms for
members,s open from 8 a.m. to 9 p. m. every day, followed in 1879 by a central library,
which pre-dated Long Eaton Public Library by more than twenty years. [n 1901, the
opening of the New Central Premises resulted in the Old Hall6 being converted to
educational and recreational use due to the demand of a large number of members.
Included in the reorganisation was a library of 1,440 volumes, a reference library, a
large reading room supplied with daily and weekly newspapers and popular monthlies,
a classroom, a games room and a billiards room.

In addition to these amenities, the Education Committee provided lectures for adult
audiences with the aim of

bringing before the members the ablest and most worthy of the educational and social
reformers of the day.7

Speakers such as Thomas Mann and the Reverend Blandford, H.M.I. for the area,
provided both stimulation and information through their talks. Series of lectures on
subjects such as 'modern health' and 'the rights and duties of the citizen'attracted large
audiences, thus obviously filling a need in the town.

In addition to lectures, the education committee organised classes in practical
subjects such as book-keeping, music, dressmaking and laundry work, supplementing
the evening classes organised by the School Board. However, the most popular course
proved to be that aimed at teaching the principles and ethics of co-operationt, intended
to cater for children between the ages of ten and sixteen. Initiated by Samuel Clegg,
these were continued by other teachers until the 1930s and reflected a strong belief in
the Co-operative movement as more than a retail convenience.

No doubt education has now become a part of the movement and its ethical side would be
promulgated . . . were these principles better known and appreciated by the people we would
not have millionaires or paupers, and we should not have wretchedJooking little children in
the streets of our towns selling newspapers and matches to assist families to live.e

The Co-operative movement stood for egalitarianism, for a society without the very
rich or the very poor. Part ofthe success ofthe Co-op. in Long Eaton was no doubt due
to the close relationship between the principles of the movement and the contemporary
government of the town. Both were examples of 'collectivist democracies' in that
opportunities for the able and willing existed with both. Just as members of the Co-op.
were encouraged to participate in the organisation and government of the movemenl,
so were the citizens in general encouraged to take seriously their civic duties. In the late
nineteenth century, Long Eaton was neither too large nor too structural to allow
'ordinary men' to rise; the ethos of the town in fact encouraged this. Few had the right,
through birth or wealth, to influential positions, but many earned their places through
merit. One such man was Samuel Clegg.

Samuel Ctegg - The Cultural Dynamic
Samuel Clegg was born 15 January 1871, the son of Alexander Clegg, an elementary
school teacher. His father was headmaster of Sawley Baptist School, which had been
built in 1860 to serve the large and active Nonconformist population of the village.
Thus Samuel from the first was brought under the influence of the Baptist Church and
some, at least, of his beliefs in the importance of education for all, in the right of every
child to the best available preparation for life regardless of social status, stemmed from
the Dissenting tradition.
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Samuel, together with his four younger brothers and sisters, was enrolled in his
father's school, becoming a pupil-teacher there in 1884. After four years of his
apprenticeship he transferred to Forster Street, Radford, Nottinghamr0, to continue his
training. Possibly this move was intended to improve his performance in the following
examinationrr, since the much larger Forster Street School offered greater opportunities
in both experience of teaching and in instructionr2. Alexander Clegg, responsible for
150 pupils and with only the assistance of one female teacher, may have found it
difficult to give sufficient time and attention to his son's education and training.
Whatever the reason, Clegg's teaching methods benefited as the inspectors' reports of
his classes improved greatly during his stay at Radford, as did his own resultsr3. In
September 1890, he received the news that he had obtained a first class in the
scholarship examination, a triumph somewhat reduced by worries about his health,
since the authorities were not satisfied that this would stand up to the rigours of
teachingra. However, following another medical examination at Owens College,
Manchester, he was accepted there and commenced his studies in October 1890.

At the college Clegg studied a general course which included English, Law, Science,
History, the Arts, Latin and Pure Mathematics, which accounts to some extent for his
later ability to teach a wide range of subjects. In l89l he passed 'a preliminary
examination' but this is the only recorded academic achievement there, and he certainly
never took a degree - a fact which was to cause difficulties later in his career. Whether
ill-health or financial considerations caused him to leave after completing only two
years of the course is not known, but by 1893 he was employed at Nun Street School in
Derby where he remained for two years. In 1894 he joined the staff of the High Street
Board School in Long Eatonrs, transferring early in 1896 to the town's newly-built
Sawley Road Board School.

Sawley Road School was the last and most lavish of the schools built under the
auspices of Long Eaton School Board in its attempt to cope with what had at first
appeared an almost insurmountable problem. The 1870 Act had demanded the
provision of sufficient elementary school places to accommodate all the children
eligible for compulsory education. A house-to-house count in the town revealed that of
the 840 children aged between four and thirteen, some 260 were attending the National
school and 65 were receiving private education. The remainder, over 500 children, were
at the most attending Sunday School, and thus fell within the precepts of the Act.

This lack of elementary school places had arisen mainly because of the rapid growth
of the town in the preceding decades. Until the establishment of the first National
School in 1826, what little education was available to the children of the lower classes
was found in dame schools or in the local Sunday schools, neither being adequate,
though for different reasons. A growing population led to the building of a new
National school in 1860 with accommodation for 260 children, but this too was soon
full to capacity. A number of private schools were established to take advantage of the
demands of the middle classes for a more exclusive education for their childrenr6, but
these lay beyond the means of the majority of families in the town. The population
doubled and trebled, but the Anglicans, responsible for the National School, were
either unwilling or unable to provide more accommodation.rT It is perhaps surprising
that the large Nonconformist element in the town made no move to build a school,
especially when the educational success of the Baptists in Sawley is considered.
Probably the reasons lay in the proliferation of small congregations rather than in
financial factors, since many of the richest men in Long Eaton belonged to Non-
conformist churches. The problems, both practical and ethical, which would have been
involved in such a combined effort may have been seen as insurmountable. The
Nonconformists apparently preferred to send their children to the National School or,
as the numbers of children receiving no education indicate, to no school at all.

Possibly the existence of a large dissenting population was one reason for the early
establishment of a School Board in Long Eaton, since, despite the local vicar's
objections, the town was thus provided in 1873. The Anglicans may well have realised
the futility of attempting to provide the 500 places already needed, since, had they been
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in a position to do this, they would still have been faced with a continual struggle to
match the rapid population growth of this expanding town. They therefore accepted the
inevitable, and witnessing the later difficulties encountered by the School Board with its
far greater resources, they must have believed that theirs was the right decision. The
Nonconformists, by contrast, supported the establishment of the School Board, as this
presented a means of obtaining the type of education they wanted for their children
whilst avoiding many of the drawbacks of the voluntary school.

The new School Board attempted to remedy the educational ills of Long Eaton as
quickly as possible. The High Street School, intended to accommodate 600 children
initially, was completed in 1876, and extended in 1880 to provide 2l2infant places in
addition. However, since the population doubled between l87l and 1881, this school
was soon seriously overcrowded, and despite the use ofSunday school rooms, by 1882
children were being refused admission. The Board therefore built another substantial
school on the Derby Road side of the town, to accommodate 200 boys, 180 girls and
240 infants. Despite enlargement of the National School in 1889, demand still exceeded
supply, and the Sawley Road School was opened in 1894, the last ofthe Board Schools
to be built.

Sawley Road School is of particular interest because its development reflects changes
taking place in the wider sphere of industry and employment. Where previously parents
had been anxious for their children to leave school at the earliest opportunity in order
to enter the labour market, it became increasing obvious that the early leaver suffered
grave disadvantages. The call for young unskilled labour rapidly diminished with
increased technology; the demand for clerks and engineers grew. Once the point was
reached where future prospects outweighed immediate gains, parents saw the advan-
tages of keeping their children in school as long as financially possible, provided that
the education thus acquired bore relevance to prospective employment. In Long Eaton,
the emphasis lay on practical subjects; parents would not maintain their children in
schools which did not show awareness of the realities of the labour market.

In common with many other industrial towns of recent development, Long Eaton
lacked any facilities for secondary education, since there were no endowed schools in
the area.rt Even if there had been a grammar school, it is quite probable that this would
not have met the needs of the increasing numbers of children staying on beyond the
minimum leaving age. Although accommodation would have been a problem, the main
drawback of many old secondary schools lay in the curriculum offered, as this often
failed to supply the education contemporary industry demanded. The subjects offered
related to the requirements of children intending to continue into further education or
the professions rather than those seeking immediate employment.

Faced with the problem of large numbers of children wishing to stay at school
beyond the VIIth standard - officially the highest level of the elementary school -Long Eaton School Board took the same action as many towns in a similar position.re
On 2 March 1896 Sawley Road School changed its status from elementary to higher
grade, and 150 boys and girls were admitted from the Derby Road and High Street
Board Schools in order to take advantage of the extended course available there.

From its opening, Sawley Road School had offered a wider range of subjects than the
other schools in the town, and had taken full advantage of the increasing relaxation of
the Department of Education Code laying down the subjects deemed acceptable for
teaching in elementary schools. In addition, the benefits accrued by taking the Science
and Art Department exams helped support the school financially and enabled children
outside the scope of the elementary education acts to continue their education at little
expense to their parents. By 1897, pupils were being examined in chemistry and
physiology, shorthand and algebra as specific subjects and taking Science and Art
Department exams in freehand, geometry, maths, physics and chemistry.

This extended curriculum obviously required better educated and qualified teachers
than those generally considered adequate for elementary schools. Sawley Road School
attracted better quality teachers because it offered opportunities to extend beyond the
basic subjects, which appealed to those with ambition and interest. Since Samuel Clegg
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joined the staff on the day that the school officially became higher grade, it would seem
probable that he was appointed because of his proven ability to teach to a higher level
than usually demanded in elementary schools.

However, he remained assistant teacher at Sawley Road School for only a short time.
I.ong Eaton had mg! another educational problem then being encountered throughout
the country, the difficulty of providing satisfactory facilities for pupil teachers. Since
the inception of the pupil-teacher system in 1846, it had become increasingly clear that
the amount and type of training received by pupil-teachers depended largely on the
ability and interest of the teachers to whom they were apprenticed. Some, no doubt,
took very seriously their responsibilities in this direction, but clearly many looked upon
pupil-teachers as little more than poorly paid assistants.

Frequently the, apprentices, if they were taught at all, received their instruction while sweeping
and cleaning the classroom, or while the children were eating and playing in it. So frequently
did the schoolmaster neglect his duty that inspectors were told to make a special point of
finding out what sort of instruction was given and how it was given.2o

In fairness to the teachers involved, the extra hours demanded, amounting to one and a
half each day, must have added an often intolerable burden to already strained
resources of time and energy. It is not surprising that, faced with over a hundred
children to manage without qualified assistance, many teachers used pupil-teachers as
full-time unqualified staff, this being the only obvious solution to their problems. As
late as 1894, Derby Road Board Schools were dependent on pupil-teachers to staff the
school. Attempts to fit the hours necessary for their own education into an already busy
day resulted in many pupil-teachers giving up under the strain, or, more commonly,
being too tired to gain a great deal even where adequate provision was made.

The extension of the elementary curriculum, and the demand for better educated and
qualified teachers to staff the higher grade schools highlighted the deficiencies of the
pupil-teacher system in its original form. While poorly educated and trained teachers
remained responsible for the education and training of the next generation of teachers,
no advantage was possible; the system was self-perpetuating. The status of the
elementary school teacher could not be raised without professional training, and while
this was available through the Queen's Scholarships and the training colleges, many
teachers were unable or unwilling to follow this course to qualification- Further,
because of the scantiness of their education, many prospective teachers were unable to
pass the exams set during their apprenticeship, and could not qualify for entry to a
college .

A solution was found by the larger school boards through the establishment of pupil-
teacher centres.2r These were feasible in areas where the number of pupil-tedchers
within easy reach warranted the financial outlay incurred and, within a short time it
became clear that this was money well spent. The Queen's Scholarships was dominated
by entrants from pupil-teacher centres and a steady improvement in the quality of the
education of those taking the exam indicated the effects of central organization.

Long Eaton School Board, with an increasing number of schools and therefore pupil-
teachers, began organizing central classes in November 1894. Initially the pupil-
teachers met on Monday, Wednesday and Friday from 6.30 to 8.30 p.m. in the Deiby
Road Schools. The head teachers of the individual schools were to remain responsible
for teaching recitation, reading and sewing to the pupil-teachers during the day, and
geography, grammar, maths, drawing, school method, music and history constituted
the curriculum for the evening classes. In line with the Department of Education's
policy of extending pupil-teachers' education, outings were arranged to the China
Works in Derby and the Midland Railway Works.

Although this scheme represented a step forward in pupil-teacher training, the fact
that the classes were held in the evenings meant that the students were tired, having
been in school all day, and also that attendance could only be ensured with difficulty.
By 1896, the Board realised that the increasing numbers of pupil-teachers in the townrs
schools and the higher educational demands of Sawley Road Schools required further
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action. As a result, Samuel Clegg was appointed full+ime instructor'in sole charge of
these classes' in November 1896.

Despite accommodation problems,22 the pupil-teacher centre flourished. Clegg
divided his time between teaching the pupil-teachers, extending their own educations
and instructing them in school method, and supervising their teaching practice in
school. Since they no longer spent all day in school, the pupil-teachers were less likely to
be treated as partly-trained assistants, and no longer suffered the strain of attempting to
continue their own educations on top of a full day's teaching and preparation work.
Drawing on his own wide interests, Clegg encouraged his pupils to visit art galleries and
historic sites, to attend plays and talks, believing these to constitute essential elements
of a full education. By 1904, there were 27 students attending the pupil-teacher centre,
though it was becoming increasingly clear that not all of these intended to become
teachers. The problem of providing a suitable education for those children not wishing
to travel some distance to the few available secondary schools23 in the district was
pressing, aggravated by the Cockerton Act of 1901. More than 400 children above the
minimum leaving age remained in Long Eaton elementary schools in 1904, facing the
newly established County Council with an urgent and difficult choice. The further
development of higher grade schools such as Sawley Road was no longer legally
possible, yet it was not clear exactly what form secondary education should take in the
town. At this point, the County Council decided to call upon the expertise of Professor
Michael Sadler, and his report on 'Secondary and Higher Education in Derbyshire'
decided the direction of educational development in Long Eaton.
Michael Sadler and the Collective Culture

During the four years following the 1902 Education Act, Professor Sadler produced
nine reports2a at the request ofindividual authorities, each reviewing the secondary and
higher education provisions ofthe areas concerned and suggesting future developments.
These reports were very influential, both within the districts directly affected, and
throughout the country. Sadler was the foremost authority on secondary education in
England. As Director of the Office of Special Inquiries from 1895 to 1903, he had
studied secondary education in many different countries and had been a member of the
Bryce Commission in 1895. He was thus able to bring to his task extensive knowledge of
alternative forms of further education and considerable understanding of the practical
implications of his suggestions.

Derbyshire compared unfavourably with other areas in its provision of secondary
schools,25 mainly, Sadler deduced, because of its large agricultural areas and the receni
development of its industrial districts. This shortfall did not however lead him to
conclude that more secondary schools represented the answer to the county's education
problems. While appreciating the role of the secondary school, Sadler believed that

the aim to be kept in view is not simply the multiplication of secondary schools, as if the
number of pupils receiving secondary education were in itself a sufficient index of the right
adjustment of educational organization to social and industrial requirements . . . that increase
would not necessarily prove that the education provided had really taken the form best
adapted to meet the actual needs of the districts concerned.26

He thought that Derbyshire, where few children completed the secondary school
course, required a shorter and more vocationally relevant form of further education
rather than a proliferation of sub-standard secondary schools. He therefore suggested
the establishment of Higher-Elementary Schools in a number of centres of population,
among them Long Eaton.2?

Even while promoting the higher elementary school, Sadler retained serious reser-
vations due mainly to the restrictions imposed by the Higher Elementary School
Minute of 1900 which had originally been introduced to prevent School Boards
extending their powers into the field of secondary education. Sadler described the
minute's suggestions on curricula as 'meagre and indefinite', but lacking another basis
for the development of a higher but non-secondary education, he proposed that
authorities make a start and hope for an easing of regulations at a later stage. He
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projected a three-year course, from age twelve to fifteen, with emphasis on a thorough
grounding in English. In addition, the basic two-year course to be taken by all pupils,
should include

geography, begun earlier with the study of the home district, nature study, which should be
connected with the art teaching, practical physics, elementary mathematics, including
arithmetic, algebra and geometry, drawing, handicraft exercises, class singing and carefully
graded ptlysical exercises. The course should also include French, taught on the best modern
methods.2t

On completion of the basic course, four optional one-year courses could be offered,
according to local demand. These comprised a general course, an industrial course for
boys only, a mixed commercial course and a household management course for girls
only.

But Sadler emphasised that the liberal education begun in the first years should
continue throughout, that educational considerations should not be sacrificed to
vocational needs. He was concerned that secondary education should not be submerged
in the swing towards technology and felt strongly that specialization should follow a
good basic education, not replace it. In his view

School ought to be something higher than a knowledge factory2e

and the development of 'character' remained of the utmost importance:

What a man is matters a great deal more than what he knows.3o

He looked beyond the acquisition of knowledge to the social and cultural implications
of a good education:

(the general curriculum) should endeavour to cultivate precision of thought, accuracy of
observation and clearness of reasoning. The aim of this part of the curriculum should also be
to give the children a love of good literature, to encourage private reading and through the
teaching of history, to develop in them a sense of civic pride and national duty.st

It is at this distance difficult, if not impossible, to establish how much his meetings with
Professor Sadler affected Samuel Clegg's educational philosophy. It is clear, however,
how closely in agreement the two men were concerning the wider effects of education,
and especially the importance of 'non-examinable' gains. Throughout his teaching
career, Clegg placed great emphasis on the development of intangible assets, on
perseverance, social awareness and manual dexterity, for example. Similar views were
expressed by Sadler thus:

The essential thing in all education is not the quickening of the wits but the strengthening of
the character. Its benefits depend on the quality of its moral and intellectual influence, not
simply on the quantity of its provision. The mere handing-on of pieces of knowledge is not
education; still less is preparation for the passing of examinations. Education in its true sense
aims at the development of the moral personality, of the physical power and of the intellectual
aptitudes of the pupil. Its most valuable results consist not in erudition but in alertness and
openness of mind, in the desire to get to the bottom of things, in the power of drawing right
conclusions from observed facts and grappling with practical difficulties in a persevering way,
in ability to work with other people of different opinions, in firmness of morai principleJn tlie
power of saying 'no', in courage, reverence and self-control.32

This passage contains much with which Clegg would have concurred; he showed his
belief in the merits of a liberal education through his teaching and writings. A man of
very wide interests and tastes, Clegg tried above all things to develop in his pupils
'sincerity and respect for the finer things of life'. He maintained that the acquisition of
good taste, the ability to appreciate beauty was of the utmost importance for the full
enjoyment of life. Once this was developed, it could never be lost or forgotten in the
way that lists of facts and figures could. Moreover, it permeated every aspect of
character, for the better in Clegg's opinion.
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Whatever the extent of Sadler's influence, he was very impressed by Clegg. He
considered him a leader not only in educational circles but also in the wider civic and
cultural life of the town. Clegg had, as secretary, been the moving force behind the
purchase of Gorse Holmes, a plot of land in the centre of Long Eaton.33 This had been
presented to the town, enabling it to apply for a grant from Carnegie for the building of
a public library.3a In addition, Clegg was actively involved in the Co-op., organizing
classes in the principles of co-operation and writing a history of the Long Eaton
movement;35 and in the Liberal Party. Sadler described Long Eaton as 'musical', and in
this realm too Clegg was an active participant, being intensely interested in music.

Thus in his proposals for education in Long Eaton, Sadler specifically mentions

The excellence of the work which Mr. Clegg is doing for education in Long Eaton, and hope
that it might be found possible to make him head of the new higher grade school and pupil
teacher centre combined. His gifts and experience specially fit him for this responsible work.36

In Sadler's opinion,

The most indispensible factor in (education) is the personality of the teacher.rT

and he obviously felt that Samuel Clegg was capable of carrying out his suggestions
fully and efficiently. The best laid plans would founder without teachers of high calibre
since so much, especially in the early days, depended on their abilities and enthusiasm.

In line with his general plan for Derbyshire, Sadler suggested that the already
established Pupil-teacher Centre in Long Eaton be retained, but that a new higher grade
elementary school should be built on the same site, thus enabling the two institutions to
share common laboratories and school library, and, presumably, staff to a great extent.
The new school would offer the four courses put forward in his report, plus a bridging
course of one year for those pupils wishing to enter the pupil-teacher centre at the
minimum age of sixte€n. Sadler felt that this arrangement would cater for a wide band
of prospective employment, offering as it did a choice between preparation for manual
and domestic trades on one hand and commercial and teaching occupations on the
other. He believed that those parents who wanted a more academic education for their
children, perhaps with a view to university entrance or a professional career, would
continue to utilize the secondary and grammar schools in Derbyshire and the
surrounding counties. His task had been to suggest a form offurther education suited
to the social and industrial needs of the area, and this he had done.

The report was eventually accepted by the county council, and construction of the
new school began on 14 May 1908 on the remainder of the Gorse Holmes site in the
centre of the town. To some extent, there was disappointment that a secondary school
had not been proposed, particularly as the status of higher elementary schools remained
unclear, their name clouding the issue. However, the low fees - f,l per year for pupils in
the district and f,l.l0s. for those outside - compensated to some extent, as this,
combined with the provision of a number of free places, meant that many local children
would be able to continue their education beyond the elementary school stage. At the
opening ceremony on October 29th, 1910, Professor Sadler spoke on 'the realization of
a dream' and in many ways it was.38

Education through art
In line with Sadler's suggestion, Samuel Clegg was appointed head of the combined
Higher Elementary School and Pupil-teachers' Centre. He was thus given the oppor-
tunity of organizing a school with no existing traditions and to develop higher
education according to his own strongly held views. Central to his scheme lay art, and
around this pivot moved his ideas.

Sadler had, in his report, discussed at some length, the importance to the town of
artistic development. The detailed consideration he gave to art education suggested that
Clegg's views on this had impressed him, as there was a close correspondence between
his expressed opinions and Clegg's beliefs. Emphasising the importance of the lace
trade to the prosperity of the town, Sadler continued
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The lace trade calls for the exercise of artistic taste and a quick sense of colour and form. . The
designer originates a pattern, the draughtsman reduces it to practical working formt both,
therefore, need to be at once artistic and practical; both ought to have quick eyes, refined taste
and dexterous hands.3e

Sadler was not suggesting that a purely mechanical form of art work be introduced; the
development of taste was of major importance, and this could not be carried out
through exercises. He pointed to the role of the elementary school in forming
'imagination and refining the sensibilities from an early age'through the'unconscious
elements' rather than direct instruction.

The children ought to be taught by cultivated teachers...well trained in the best methods of
developing the imagination and training the sympathies of the children, as well as their skill in
using their hands.ao

He proposed that the skills involved in artistic work should be taught throughout the
elementary schools on 'a correlated plan from the earliest years to the highest
standards' to include colour work and design, careful freehand drawing, clay modelling
and woodwork.

Interestingly, the scheme outlined by Sadler for elementary schools bore close
resemblance to Clegg's detailed course for secondary schools, set out in his book
Drawing and Design. Possibly the major difference between the views of the two men on
art in education lay in degree rather than form. Where Sadler saw art as an important
element of the curriculum, Clegg held that

Art should of right take a place in the school curriculum second to no other subject, and the
time allotted to it should at least equal the time given to. a language or a science in the years
from 12 to l5.ar

Clegg looked beyond the mechanics of art to its wider effects;

But it may be questioned whether the indirect and consequential results ofart training are not
of greater importance than the direct and immediate. The satisfying sense of increasing skill -satisfying as being evident where the results of equal mental effort along other lines are less, or
not at all, demonstrated - is the finest encouragement to perseverance. This passes over to
and affects all other mental effort, with the result that the scholar... at once begins to acquire
power in other mental activities. The sense of^power act_t'ally acquired, of mastery, with its
accompanying sense of responsibility and self-command, is what all educationalists agree
should be the main aim of school in the early years of adolescence.a2

It was not the actual products that were important, though Clegg deprecated the
tendency for art work to be carelessly presented, but the achievement of mastery with
the increase in confidence this brings. In producing his art course, Clegg kept five main
aims in view:

l) At the outset, provisions for the exercise of the play instinct in the child.
2) The development of muscular control, and concurrently mental and moral control.
3) The training of the powers of (a) observation, (b) memory, and (c) representation.
4) The giving of full liberty to the powers of expression.
5) The encoulagement of appreciation and the acquisition of a right sense of values.as

These five points made clear Clegg's order of priority. The practical benefits, the
increase of memory and observation and the development of muscular control were
seen to be subordinate to the more general gains such as mental and moral control.
Clegg was concerned to produce the deep and permanent changes which in his view
repieiented the essential aims of educ3tion, but which were far harder to transmit than
prire'erudition'. Sadler, in a simil6r vein, stated that education.in its true sense,
depended on teachers. Cramming and rote learning could be taught by anyone, but
teachers needed wider education and 'culture' if pupils were in turn to gain the type of
education offered by, for example, the best secondary schools. One major criticism of
the incursions of elementary school teachers into the secondary or pseudo-secondary
sphere was the belief, especially among traditionally trained secondary teachers, that
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the educational backgrounds and training of those destined as teachers in elementary
schools did not fit them for the greater demands of further education. Even if able to
acquire the necessary book-learning, they could not be expected to transmit a culture
they had never experienced. Although Clegg had received a typical elementary teacher's
education and training, he had developed a feeling for the finer things of life, a
tremendous breadth of interest and knowledge, combined with a great understanding of
children and their needs.

Drawing and Design sets out a three-year course intended for children over ten, since
this was the earliest age at which Clegg believed the free expression of the early years
should be restricted by the discipline of formal instruction. The early lessons were based
on natural movements, on drawing large circles and curves. Clegg saw his course as a
natural progression springing initially from the play instinct of the young child. Each
lesson built on skills previously acquired, and it was the careful organization of the
course in a progressive sequence which made it popular in secondary schools at that
time. Clegg realised however, that while weeks of practising a single skill might lead to
complete mastery, it would also lead to boredom and lack of interest in art work
generally. He was therefore careful to vary the lessons, so that several different skills
developed concurrently, related in their basic requirements and yet offering sufficient
variety to maintain interest and concentration. He also appreciated the importance of
allowing pupils to develop their own strengths, discovered through experimentation
with different media and techniques, and encouraged teachers using the book's scheme
of work to be flexible.

The first term's work concentrated on line, using several different media, and on the
introduction of simple colour. The skills acquired were applied to the production of
finished pieces of work, as Clegg did not consider that pure practice contributed to the
development of design. In his view it was only through arranging work and presenting it
in a completed form that a feeling for the correctness of design was acquired.

Representative drawing... should always be associated with composition... if it be household
items that are to be drawn, the scholars should be asked to group them; if drawing a flower-
spray is the exercise, the spray should be so arranged within its border as to form a decorative
composition satisfying the child's sense of order and disposition. As far as is possible, every
drawing in the child's drawing-book should be fittingly placed on the page.aa

In addition, the discipline involved in fully finishing a task was an important element in
the development of perseverance, and it was probable that Clegg considered that as
vital an acquisition.

Although some of the items Clegg suggested for drawing lessons were man-made,
many were of natural origin. This reflected not only his interest in the natural sciences,
but also his sense of the beauty of natural design. He believed in the integration of art
into all school work; although the techniques might require teaching as a separate
subject, their application was spread across the whole curriculum, particularly 'the
sciences and humanities'. This use demanded the development of powers of careful
observation and of pictorial memory, both important assets in a number of occupations:

In Botany and Taology (observation and reprcsentation) are an essentially important part of
the subject, in Petrology and Palaentology hardly less so. In history it is becoming increasingly
evidcnt that picture mcmory as well as story memory must be cultivated.aj

He suggested that work aimed at improving observation and memory should be
'frequent and regular' possibly based on a form of Kim's game or similar method.
Because of the importance of 'a well-stored and facile memory resource' for a designer

the habit of making memoranda of observations is to be cncouraged and the more important
habit of making memoranda of fleeting fragmcntary mental suggcstions should be developcd.6

Clegg grouped the actual exercises into six sections.

l. Free arm work, practice in which should be given, if possible for a few minutes each
lesson.
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2. Practice in the use of the brush in drawing and wash.
3. Representative and memory drawing in line, tone and colour of common objects,

landscape, surface ornament, plant forms, etc.
4. Composition - the making of arrangements of line and space - leading first, for

boys, to compositions for wood-block colour printing; and for girls, to needle-work;
for both, to decorative design, stencils, etching, etc.

5. A simple course of formal lettering.
6. Demonstration lessons on form, colour, ornament, architecture, etc.a7

He added:

It must be clearly understood that there is nothing of the watertight compartment in these
divisions, each runs over into and has part and lot in the others.

Pure art in the form of drawing was supplemented by craft work, needlework, stencil
cutting and block printing. Practical techniques such as formal lettering and decorative
design played an important role, again with twofold purpose in their vocational
application, in lace designing and the discipline and control instilled by the demands of
precision work.

Running through all Clegg's writing on art and education was one major theme. He
believed intensely that taste and sensitivity are not acquired by any formal teaching but
absorbed through the environment and through other extrinsic means. This view
closely paralleled that of Sadler, who emphasized the importance of

school rooms,.. artistically decorated, sunny, airy and beautiful.at

for young children. Clegg felt that

while it is most desirable that the schools of childhood should in every sense be pleasing and
attractive, in the schools in which years of adolescence are passed, refining and stimulative
surroundings are the first essential.ae

Both men agreed that artistic gifts might to some extent be inborn, but that without a
nourishing environment they would not develop and would probably vanish entirely.
Sadler, looking at the lace industry, which demanded

a quick sensibility of temperament and sensitiveness to changes of taste in the demand for
pattern.5o

felt that

this power of quickly catching what, so to speak is 'in the air' and interpreting it in suitable
design is primarily an inborn gift, but capable of very great development by suitable
education, especially in quite early years.

Sadler, and Clegg, saw in the cluttered classrooms of the day much to deprecate. The
latter spoke strongly against

the bewildering mess of useless litter which disgraces the walls of so many schools and (which)
is surely responsible for much untidiness of mind and perhaps for the low standard of public
taste.sl

Children growing up in surroundings where no attempt was made to differentiate the
good from the bad, could not be expected to develop'refined taste'. Sadler suggested

the pictures on the walls ought to be well-chosen, and not too numerous. There ought to be
flowers and plants in the rooms.52

This ideal contrasted strongly with the reality of many classrooms, which contained
anything and everything that came to hand. Clegg shared Sadler's view:

Two or three first-rate pictures, perhaps a single fine object - these are ample dccoration. It
cannot be too strongly and too often insisted upon that for school use only the best is good
enough...such textiles, pottery etc. as are used will be, after their own manner, as fine as can be
got; no effort will be spared to enrich the mind, quicken the sense and confirm the judgement
of the scholars.s'
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This passage contains two elements which were central to Clegg's educational
philosophy; the importance of aesthetically pleasing surroundings for children, es-
pecially during their most impressionable years and the belief that only the best should
be considered good enough for schools. This was in marked contrast to the view, still
found, that because children have not formed a clear sense of taste, their surroundings
do not matter particularly.

Sadler had pointed to the practical applications of sensitivity and taste, but Clegg was
less concerned with those aspects than with the benefits they brought to the individual
as a person. He wished to give his pupils far more than learning, which he did not
consider the main aim of education. With the opening of the new school in Long Eaton,
he was able to implement many of his ideas, and to some extent, create the form of
education he believed suitable for the town and its inhabitants.

Ideas and reality
Between the idea and its execution lies the shadow of real circumstances. Clegg, having
conceded an 'artistic' aim in education, and having justified it as having a local
vocational as well as cultural value was faced with the problem of making it a reality.
He had formed strong views concerning the type of education he considered most
suitable for Long Eaton, and the opening ofthe new school gave an ideal opportunity
to implement his plans. Unlike many headmasters, Clegg was in a position of unusual
freedom, inheriting no traditions from predecessors, nor staff with contradictory
methods. He was presented to a large extent with a clean slate, offering him the chance
of creating rather than adapting, though of necessity within the framework of accepted
educational practice.

The new school building was officially opened as a combined Higher Elementary
School and Pupil-teachers' Centre on October 29th, 1910. As Sadler had suggested

The building should be one which, by its design and location, would fitly indicate the
importance attached by the Public Authority to securing for the rising generation improved
education opportunities.5a

The imposing and much admired building, standing in the centre of Long Eaton,
represented the embodiment of the new interest in and appreciation of education in the
town. Clegg's views on the importance of aesthetically pleasing surroundings had been
taken into consideration by the school surveyor, G.H. Widdows in his design of the
school building, a particular feature being the school hall with its'effect of loftiness and
freedom'.55 It had been designed to allow for easy expansion, as both wings were
constructed to take another storey at some future da!e,56 a fortunate provision since
lack of accommodation rapidly became a problem.sT

However, it was not this which caused the first major difficulty. The new school came
under the Higher Elementary School Code, based on the minute of April 1900, which
seriously restricted the extent of the education which would be provided as well as
limiting the ages of the children who could be accommodated. These provisions, which
had caused great concern to Sadler, were deliberately framed to

prevent any expansion ofthe higher schools under school boards and take from them some of
their most attractive features.st

Morant, in particular, wanted to ensure that there was no conflict between the role of
'true' secondary schools and that of 'higher elementary' schools. To this end, an upper
age limit of fifteen was 'strictly enforced', a clause particularly disliked by teachers. In
addition, the few higher elementary schools which were approved by the Board of
Education were 'confined to a narrow range of pupils, subjects and equipment',5e
further mitigating against any possible encroachments on secondary education in its
narrow sense.

Long Eaton School, however, was a pupil-teacher centre as well as a higher
elementary school, and thus also had to consider the regulations relating to the
education of pupil-teachers. The 1903 minutes had raised the age that apprenticeship
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could begin to sixteen, thus leaving a gap between the maximum age a pupil could
attend a higher elementary school and the beginning of his professional training.
Provision was therefore made for a bridging course of one, or at most two years, in
character similar to the general education suggested by Sadler for the first two years of
the higher elementary school curriculum. The Board of Education had realized the
importance of pupil-teachers' own education, and from 1902 encouraged future
teachers to complete a secondary school course wherever possible before embarking on
their training. An education at a higher elementary school and pupil-teachers' centre
remained an acceptable, if less desirable, alternative.5o

To some extent, the combination of the two types of education in one establishment
blurred the implementation of the restricting regulations of the higher elementary
school minutes. Although these limited the upper age of pupils to fifteen, there were
older scholars in the new school because officially they intended to become teachers,
though it became increasingly clear that only a minority actually entered the profession.
However, the presence of the pupil-teachers, with those taking the bridging course, plus
Clegg's own welldefined views on the type of education which the school should be
providing, rapidly led to a confrontation with the Board of Education concerning the
organization and curriculum of the new school.

A scheme of work had been devised in December 1908, in conjunction with the
County Director of Education, and had been approved by the Department of
Education. In line with Sadler's suggestions, French was to be taught, but not Latin,
which he had considered unsuitable for the type of children attending a higher
elementary school. Staff were gradually appointed as the numbers of pupils grew; the
first, again in keeping with Sadler's report, was a woman as deputy head,6r considered
preferable because of the disproportionate numbers of girls entering the pupil-teachers'
centre. The third appointment was a teacher of Latin and French.62 Clegg, in a manner
typical of his approach to regulations, had decided that Latin was a suitable subject for
his school, and consequently introduced it regardless of the result.

The immediate effect was a demand by the Board of Education Inspectors, following
their 1912 inspection, for an explanation ofthe irregularities in the school organization.
They had found that the curriculum being taught in the school had not been approved
by the Board of Education and did not conform to regulations for higher elementary
schools. There were pupils under the stipulated minimum age of eleven and Latin was
being taught, which was not permitted in a non-secondary school. In fact, Long Eaton
School was being conducted as a secondary school, and the Governors were faced with
the choice of applying for recognition as this or drastically altering the organization and
curriculum to that of a higher elementary school. The main drawback of a change in
status lay in the seven-fold increase in fees this would involve to f7.l0s. a year for pupils
over ten, which, it was felt, would discourage many parents from sending their children
to the school. Eventually, after a year's hesitation, the decision was made in favour of
applying for secondary status, it being felt that the benefits would outweigh the
drawbacks. This move was in line with a general antipathy towards higher elementary
schools,63 the majority of which became the nucleus of 'municipal secondary schoolst.
The Board of Education's policy of recommending a secondary education for all
prospective teachers resulted in a similar decline in the popularity of pupil-teacher
centres, which were actively discouraged where any secondary alternative was available.

While the change in status from higher elementary to secondary affected little in
practical terms because the school was already organized along secondary lines, it
presented one major problem. The Board of Education indicated that unless special
grounds could be given, the headmaster of the new secondary school had to be a
graduate, which Clegg was not, since he passed only a 'preliminary examination'at
Owens College. However, the school governors unanimously proposed that he continue
as head, and despite regulations, the Board of Education accepted this recom-
mendation.

This bridge crossed, Clegg was in a position to develop the school along the lines he
wished, encouraged by the confidence and support of the governors, and, to a large
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extent, of parents in the town. His views on the importance of aesthetic surroundings
became a central theme carried through in the design of the buildings and confirmed by
the artistic decoration. These included original works as well as reproductions, and he
was careful, in keeping with his expressed beliefs, to ensure that every item introduced
into the school was 'the best of its type'. He was able to transmit his own enthusiasm to
his pupils. On one occasion, he asked the members of a class if they would be willing to
contribute ld. a week each to purchase a pen and ink drawing by Railton; they agreed,
and this formed the basis of Clegg's'Black and White Room'. He took advantagebf the
presence of a French artist, M. Bissiere, on the staff to arrange the decoration of one
room with a mural of the Canterbury Pilgrims and another with murals of lace
machines. When, later, Rosa Vaerwyek, who had previously been Professor of figure
painting in the university of Ghent, taught art at the school, she added the murals in the
Flemish and Elizabethan rooms with the assistance of the senior pupils.

His interest in beauty was not confined to works of art. He requested an annual sum
of money for the purchase of bulbs for the school grounds, as he believed this type of
'unobtrusive' decoration to be the most effective. He described the gradual filling of the
garden borders as

buying hyacinths to feed the soul6a

and-this is an apt comment on his attitude towards environmental beauty.
The qt work produced by the pupils in the school indicates the high itandards

attained. One of the first members of staff appointed was T. Alliot who had trained as a
shoemaker but was a gifted worker in a number of crafts. Through his teaching, pupils
learned the techniques of silver and enamel jewellery production and perhaps-mbre
importantly the art of woodcutting. This last skill was put to a practical teit when
clegg's book Drowing ond Design was published, a thousand copies of each of two
illustrative plates being prodgced in the school art room. Each lesion suggested in the
book is accompanied by an illustration showing work produced in the sihool, and its
quality and variety indicate the success of Clegg's mithods.
_ A similarly ligh standard of work is displayed in the school magazine, which was
lrst produced in 1912. Unlike most school publications this did noi consist of games
fixtures and exam successes but aimed at

producing a beautiful object rather than a record of school events.5,

The format reflected Clegg's belief in the importance of aesthetically pleasing presen-
tation. The magazine was large, 2l by 16 centimetres, and printed on thick quality
paper inside an elaborately decorated cover. The print was surrounded by 'lavish
margins' and the edges were left uncut, enhancing the hand-produced effect. The print
used was 'beautifully shaped and black' and the layout of each page was 'carefully
planned for greatest visual effect'.

The range of subjects covered shows the emphasis placed in the school on pupils
developing and pursuing their own interests, and these as wide as possible. Clegg did
not agree with the division of learning into discreet compartments and encouraged
overlap between one subject and another wherever feasible. The greater part of the
material included in the magazines related to projects carried out by pupils in small
groups, developing themes which had aroused their interest. Sometimes a lesson would
provide the initial idea, as did Clegg's work on Ballad Poetry which led to a search for
local folk games. Other items developed from the pupils' interest in local names or
places. Few were of a literary nature and there was no fiction or imaginative writing as
such. The staff supported the pupils enthusiastically, even to the extent of arriving 'on
site' at six in the morning65 but they did not over-supervise or organize iheir
investigations and presentation. [n the foreword to the first magazine, Clegg states

The articles, Prints and Drawings in this Magazine are by the senior scholars (form III
upward) of the school.
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For the most part they have been wholly done in the last term of this school year.
In most cases the work has been unaided, in others, done under the direction of the teachers,

but everything here is shown, as goods offered in market overt, with all faults.

Assistance was most needed in the production of wood-cuts and prints, as this is a
demanding and precise occupation. Much of the artwork was coloured by hand, a large
undertaking even with a limited circulation.

Some of the articles included in the magazines were little more than short
paragraphs, particularly in the first edition. Others were in-depth studies some pages
long, and requiring research in a number of disciplines. An example of the latter was the
study of the Stapleford Cross, which involved making rubbings in situ, taking
photographs, producing illustrations of the figures thus revealed, and comparing these
with similar markings on the Soroby, Dunfallandy and Billingham crosses. Other
projects required scientific research, and pupils were encouraged to draw practical
conclusions from their work.

Clegg realised that the ability to think in a deductive way, to take disparate elements
and combine them to produce innovative ideas, was of great importance. Despite a very
restricted range of science teaching in the school, mainly due to lack of laboratories,6T a
number of pupils went on to reach high positions in the field of scientific research.6t
Their achievements supported Clegg's view that teaching children how to think was
more important than filling their minds with facts and figures. Clegg had always been
an independent thinker, and this was something which he hoped to nurture in his
pupils. He enjoyed individuality, seeing it as an aspect which should be encouraged, not
repressed. Not surprisingly, he disliked formal house systems, though in part his
reluctance to introduce the trappings ofa traditional secondary school may have been
due to his lack of familiarity with that 'culture'. For a short time, following the First
World War, four houses were established for boys only, created as memorials to former
pupils who had died in action,6e but these did not evolve into the highly competitive
groups found in public and some secondary schools. Similarly the prefect system was
never formalised, the few older students present in the school being expected to accept
responsibility as and when needed. In many ways, the organization of the school echoed
Michael Sadler's description of the town as 'a collectivist democracy'. Clegg as
headmaster retained ultimate authority, but very rarely used his position to make
decisions without considering and often consulting those directly involved. On one
occasion, his rearrangement of the timetable meant that Miss Taylor, the deputy head,
would no longer take a particular form for mathematics. When the pupils involved
pointed out that

Miss Taylor had taught them for a long time and should continue teaching them until they
completed the course, in order that she might receive any credit brought by their coming
examinationsTo

Clegg immediately agreed. The rigid hierarchies often found among teachers and pupils
in secondary schools appear to have been absent, again a reflection of Clcgg's
democratic outlook, Nonconformist church background and the co-operative move-
ment with its comparable lack of stratified structure.

Clegg believed in using positive means to attain his ends. He encouraged rather than
criticised, and had the rare ability of being able to find the good, however slight, in
everyone with whom he came into contact. One of the teachers, Mr. Mansfield,
described him as 'sometimes wilfully blind to the shortcomings of pupils'.

Faced with a demand for action against a boy who was uninterested in school work and
extremely idle, he scrutinised the wretched scrawls in the boy's book, looked up with a
twinkling eye, and said 'I'm sure his mother thinks he's wonderful'.7r

Equally he encouraged members of staff to realise their full potential. Many teachers
remained in the school for a number of years, some for the entirety of their teaching
careers,T2 but those whose intellectual capacities fitted them for greater things were
supported in their strivings, continuing their studies while at the school and going on to
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university and, in several cases, high academic positions.T3 Clegg was keen that his staff
be given every opportunity to enlarge their knowledge and widen their interests,
believing that this would result in their becoming educators in the true sense of the
word. He often gave them permission to be absent from school if some interesting event
was taking place, maintaining, for example, that an opportunity to witness an eclipse of
the sun was more important than a morning's classes.Ta

Similarly he did not hesitate to abandon the timetable if he felt the pupils would
benefit more from some other activity. An unexpected opportunity to attend a play or
listen to a worthwhile talk took precedence over set lessons. Sometimes the cause was
less obviously educational:

Mr. Mansfield recalls how a bright frosty day and the news that the ice was holding would
cause the Headmaster to dismiss the school to the Trent Rifle Range pond, skates being
mysteriously made available for everyone, and off rejoicing pupils would stream, the
Headmaster, on his bicycle, skates dangling from the handlebars, among the earliest arrivals.
Such cavalier treatment of the timetable seems to have caused some comment among the
townspeople, but for Mr. Clegg this was easily offset by the enchantment of a moming on the
ice.75

The children's parents might have been critical, but it is not difficult to see why Clegg
was held in such high esteem by pupils and staff alike. He shared enthusiastically in
many of the school's activities, and believed that more could be achieved through
example than through authority.

He believed in example rather than precept. He made very few rulcs, but he was more
punctilious than anyone else in observing them, Because of increasing traffic on the road
outside (the school) he made a rule that all scholars must dismount from their bicycles before
entering or leaving the school grounds. Although we on the staff mainly ignored this rule, he
always observed it.76

He was so much in sympathy with his pupils that he could predict accurately their
reactions. On one famous occasion, wanting to clear a recently acquired strip of land
along the school's boundary of its large accumulation of stones

he suddenly walked out to the ground and set up a large stone at one end. At this he began to
throw stones. The boys stared; then the attraction ofexample was too strong; theyjoined in.
In half an hour the scattered stones were collected in a small area.7'

Wherever possible he avoided exercising authority. He did, when necessary use his
powers of suspension and dismissal, a method of discipline common in the days of fee-
payers and scholarship holders. But, in the everyday running of the school

he never seems to have raised his voice or his hand.Tt

Corporal punishment was unknown in the school, the worst punishment being an
interview with the headmaster 'because Mr. Clegg was so sorry about the mis-
demeanour'. He had the ability to achieve his ends through example, encouragement
and respect. The last was reciprocal; the pupils respected him, not because of his
position but because of his personality. He, in turn, treated every membcr of the school
as an individual, and at a time when child-centred education was the exception,
considered the needs of his pupils in every decision. The result was a community held
together, not by rules and regulations, but by common interests and aims. The
secondary school created by Clegg lacked many ofthe traditional aspects ofsecondary
education, but offered something in their place which reflected the social and civil
organisation of Long Eaton. The school and the education it provided formed an
integral part of the wider community, preparing those fortunate enough to attend it for
their future roles in life.

'The end of an era'
Samuel Clegg died 12 March 1930 at the age of fifty-nine.

leaving a town the richer for his life and the sadder for his sudden and ill-timed death.Te
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From his early years he had suffered from poor heatth and his frequent illnesses while
a pupil-teacher ha4 led-,to serious q.uestioning of his suitability foi teaching. He had,
towards the end of his life, become increasingly aware of the eifects of overiorkso bui
typically wished-to see-the school completed before resigning.tt His funeral arrange-
ments reflected his style completely:

A farmer's waggon rumbled along Tamworth Road, New Sawley on Saturday afternoon, the
horse ploughing its way wjthout_difficulty through the snow to tle Baptist Chlrch, Sawley. It
was in accordance with the wishes of the late Samuel Clegg that his-remains weie borne to
theirlast_resting-place in this simple but what some may regaid as an unconventional manner.
Plt t!9 deceased gentleman was not a slave to conventiron ind a pledge which a close friend of
Mr. Clegg gave many years ago was thus honoured.t2

Clegg throughout his life did not bow to convention nor to the views of others unless he
believed these well-founded. He had agreed with much Sadler had proposed in his
Report, but had ignored those suggestions, including the form of furtheriducation in
Long,Eaton, which he felt unsatisfactory. Typically he had achieved his aims of
establishing a secondary school through quiet determination, and the same charac-
teristic enabled him to mould the education offered there into the form he considered
most suitable. He ignored entirely everything which in his view failed to contribute
positively to his wider vision of secondaiy edrlcation, with the result that Long Eaton
School developed, during his headship, a unique character.
. Although his emphasis on art colotred the-curriculum, it was his general organ-
isation, and particularly the atmosphere engendered in the school, whic'h indicates-the
close relationship he felt existed between the wider community of Long Eaton and the
school.-In many ways-Long faton School had been created by ihe townlsince it was the
d9!qr9 for a higher form of education, generally available to the children of all classes
which had led the County Council to est,blish tlie higher elementary school and pupil-
te-acher centre.. Clegg. had spent the greater part of hiJfife in the arealE3 and being i nian
of great sensitivity in- relation to. both piople and places was able to perce'ive the
essential elements of the community and reproduce these, much enriched, in the new
school. He aimed to raise the standards of his pupils, to heighten their awareness and
appreciation of every aspect of life, social, culiuial and eniironmental. His methods
involved a positive .appraisal of the strengths of the town, and just as he was always able
to see -some go-od in every person, so he saw the worthwhilL aspects of Long Eaton.

Michael Sadler, during his shorl acquaintance with Long Eaton, had analiysed the
social and cultural composition of the town, and had highllghted the influence of the
Free Church and the Co-operative Movementas being of great importance. Clegg from
his_earliest years had been involved with both organizations, ant absorbed rilich of
their common belief in the essential elements of thought and encouragement of
individuality, together with a dislike of any kind of hieracf,y. He took thesjdominant
characteristics of the community and dlyeloped them in his sihool through emphasising
co-operation rather than competition. The tiaditional school paraphernilia ofirophies]
houses and rules tended,_in hisview, to detract from the co-oferative spirit, and sd *erj
restricted- to an accep-table, qld very limited, level. Similarlyihe formal organization of
a hierarchy among the pupils- was never instigated; there 

-were 
no prefec"ts. Staff and

pupils worked. lgsether for their common benefit, and there was a strong sense of
community within the school. The achievements of successful members] whether
scholars or teachers, were followed with interest by all, but they were not lauded at the
expense of th-e less academic. Clegg believed that education was more than success at
examinationsta and the contribuiion of each individual was valued for its intrinsii
worth.

t: Tljql u-nifyjng factor in the town was lace, 
-upon which much of its prosperity

rested. Similarly the school developed its sense of iommunity because of^the head'-
master, 'its strength_and inspiration'. His 'communication of enihusiasm, the essence of
teaching' permeated every aspect of school life, inspiring many of his pupils to seek
similar fulfilment through teaching.
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The extent of his influence is incalculable. He was an inspiration to his staff, and his ideals
were widely disseminated by his scholars, large numbers of whom entered the teaching
profession. The fame of his school spread far beyond Long Eaton, and he was continually
being invited to address conferences and educational societies.tj

Clegg took the characteristics of local life he felt to be important and made them both
accessible to those involved in education in its widest sense and applicable to other
schools in other communities. Sadler had encouraged the teaching of art in Long Eaton
mainly because of its vocational importance, but Clegg presented a scheme of work
based on carefully considered theory, which would, he believed, be equally valuable in
districts with less interest in artistic development for practical purposes.

He believed in the fundamental goodness of human nature, in liberty, in gentleness and in the
silent but inevitable influence ofcultivated surroundings, and he was profoundly convinced
that materialism, vulgarity, cruelty and injustice could be banished from life by an educational
system in which the acquisition and use of knowledge was motivated and directed by a love for
the humanities.s5

Learning was to Clegg a means of achieving his aims, of raising the standards of the
public in general, but it was not the main purpose of education. He emphasized art and
craft, not because he wished to produce artists in the limited sense of the word, but
because he believed he could best achieve his primary objectives through their wider
application. Again it was not the finished works which he valued but the mental and
physical development involved in their production.

The 'spirit' of the school, mentioned frequently in contemporary accounts, was
created by Clegg, and did not long survive his death. His successor,tT coming from a
more traditional secondary school background, and knowing little about the town and
its character before his appointment, rapidly altered the school until it fitted the mould
of a good but unexceptional secondary school. The reproductions remained, but the
murals were whitewashed over, and the hall, which Clegg had designed so carefully, was
altered. Prefects, houses, trophies were introduced, speech days and a magazine giving
only details of school events all contributed to the school developing an entirely
different character, reflecting the changes in the community at large.

However, although no official memorial to Samuel Clegg exists in Long Eaton with
the exception of a large photograph in the library, his work is not unmarked. The
library itself is a reminder of his interest in the cultural life of the town and the school
building, though much altered, to his educational work. Copies of his bookstt and the
magazines which so clearly reflected his educational views are on the library shelves,
and the pictures and fine books he collected are still extant.te But his greatest memorial
lies in the teachers and pupils who knew him, and who in many ways carried on the
educational work he had initiated.

The work ofgreat teachers lives in the schools they have created and in the children they have
educated.m

REFERENCESI Kingscott, G., A Centenary History (1868-1968) (1968), 7.2 Sadler, M.8., Secondory and Higher Education in Derbyshire (1905), 98.3 Kingscott, op.cit., 14.a In 1878 the Midland Railway Company produced a circular directing that 'no servant of
the Company should hold olfice in a Co-operative Society and those holding office should
at once resign'.5 Many branch shops had reading rooms and libraries on their first floors; these were well
patronised.5 The 'Old Central' was built in 1877 at a cost of f 7000; it was demolished in 1930. The 'New
Central' was opened in l90l on a large plot of land facing the original Co-op. emporium.
This is now privately owned.7 Co-operative Record (1901), 18.t 100 enrolled for the l9(X) course of 15 classes; 5l sat the final examination.
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Woqdhouse (president of. Derby Co-operative): reported in Co-operative Record (1901),
18. Speech given at opening of recreational rooms.
_C_legg cgrppenced his .duties at Forster Street 3 September lggg.
[e took his scholarship examinations in the first rieek of July lEg9.
Forster Street school was organised into five classes, Standards V and yI being combined.
The headmaster did not teach. Clegg initially took Standard IL
His classes' marks rose to l00Vo br-1890.
Clegg^suffered from poor health throughout his life. He was absent from 7 October lg90until 28 October with 'a partially paralysed tongue', and on 

" 
nu.U.iof ottrei occasions

during his apprenticeship was advised 
-to 

rest. 
'

Built in the Market Place with accommodation for 150 boys, girls and infants.
4.-gq-g these.were the MidlandAcademy, lVliss.Elizabettr Seil'i"t-aaier j"nool, the Misses
Ruffell's. Ladies Day.and Boarding Sch6ol, and of course, Treni Coliele, which *a, noi
intended for local children.
The Claye.Street National Schools were not enlarged until 1889, when an extra 2zl0 places
were provided.
Risley School, founded !n t5g3 was only 3 miles from Long Eaton and technically offered agrammar-school education. The average number,of boys-iiught there was tr,,i.r;dy;;;
between S.and 12 years. The curriculum was a mixture of trad'itional-grrrr"r schooi w6rk
and basic 'elementary' teaching.. Sadler in 1905 considered it unsuita6le for expansi,on as a
se.condary school and proposed its immediate closure. It was, in fact, converted to a Churchot En-gland primary schgol, which it remains today.
In 1895 there were 67 higher grade schools with 25000 scholars.
Wardley, D.,_lyslish Populor Education 1780-1925 (1975), 34.
As -early ,a-s l!85, the 'centre' system had been adopted by 

'iiverpool, 
London, Birmingham

and Bradford School Boards and also by a number of Lond6n 
"6mlir"r.[te. ]pil-Teacher Centre was. initially established in the School So;.dio"111 next to theHigh Strect Schools, necestating 3 {ay off whe_never the room waii.quir.a ror .eetinls.

Later, classes were hetd in the High Stieet and Sawley Road Schooi,-ni"ily -";id 6ri;
Wesleyan Central Sunday School in 1905. This accommodation .oniistea irr 

" 
UG ioo111

on the upper floor and a small room on the ground floor, mainly ur.a io. generaiscienci
teaching.
Those cited by-Sadler wcre.Derby^Borough schools, Nottingham High, Ashby Grammar,
Heanor secondary and-Technicat School ind Repton-and- !ien1 @ubIii'boardi"c;;h;;Ei]These rep_orts werl shefiierdLr903):.Liv-erpoor, Bfke;heaa, ri;;dyr;fi;[iiso+1, fti;."rii6,
Exeter, Hampshire (1905): Essex (1906).-
A. comparison of the number o_f3up1l9 in-all secondary schools (per 1000): Derbyshire 5.07:Liverpool 7.8: Hampshire 10.73: Birkenhead 15.3.
Sadler, op.cil., 10.
The other suggested Higher.?gmqnlgy $lgols were to be at swadlincote, Ilkeston,
Heanor, Belper,.,Alfreton and North Wingfield.
Sadler, op.cit., 13.
Ibid., 24.
Ibid., 24.
Ibid., t3.
Ibid., 24.
The pu-rchase of the.land arose from 1 prlb_lic debate in July 1902 concerning the acquisition
of a^field. for recreation; a-lthough the initial suggestions 

"ame 
to nothinlltlb."l men offered

f,_100 each, three f,50 and four f,25, resulting in II tso attogether, and ,nEli ir.ggt irnuir.i,
Gorse Holmes was bought and a library proDosed.
Carnegie offered f 3000 on condition. thai Lon-g Eaton Qouncil adopted the Libraries Act,
1..^ul9d lt" full library. rate.of ld, and provideJthe land. The tiuiaff was opened 23 Junj
1906. clegg produced an illustrated address which was,presented to'camigii ;il;il;;;
given the freedom of Ilkeston in 1905, in memory of his gift.
This was produced in l90l to celebrate the opening of thE New central premises.
Sadler, op.cit., l0l.
Ibid., 24.
Sadler had not been first choice; Walter Runciman, President of the Board of Education had
originally been invited to open the school, but being unable to ao to, ,ugg".ted Sadlei as
an alternative.
Sadler, op.cit., 98.
rbid., 99.
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Clegg, S., Drawing and Design, xiii.
Ibid., xii.
Ibid., xi.
Ibid., xv.
Ibid., xiii.
Ibid., xiii.
Ibid., xv.
Sadler, op.cit., 99.
Clegg, op.cit., xiv.
Sadler, op.cit., 98.
Clegg, op.cit., xiv.
Sadler, op.cit., 98.
Clegg, op.cit., xv.
Sadler, op.cit., 100.
Hough, R., Long Eaton Grammar School: Jubilee (1960), 12.
The ceilings of the ground floor rooms had been made of concrete so that the roof could
be removed while the classrooms remained watertight.
The original school building was designed to accommodate 200 pupils; there were 201 by
January 1912, and 265 by 1919.
Eaglesham, E., From School Board to Local Authority (1956), 51.
Ibid.,5t.
It is clear that from 1902 onwards the Board of Education policy became directed towards
all potential teachers completing a secondary school course; the General Report on the
Instruction and Training of Pupil Teachers (Board ofEducation, 1907) encouraged the use
of the secondary school as 'the natural avenue for the sons and daughters ofthe labouring
classes to the teaching profession in all its branches'. To this end, the Board discouraged
the establishment of new pupil-teacher centres. Presumably that at Long Eaton was
permitted because it was already in existence before the consolidating ofthe Board's attitude
in 1907.
Miss Taylor, who remained in the position for 4l years.
Miss Harris, who was apparently better known as the founder of the first school hockey
team,
By 1906 only 30 higher elementary schools existed in England and Wales. Eight others had
been recognised as secondary schools. The Board of Education had a policy of refusing to
recognise schools and departments applying for higher elementary status, and local
authorities in general did not like them.
Hough, op.cit., 38.
rbid., 2t.
While carrying out work for the article about the Staplcford Cross, 'six pupils, Mr
Attenborough and Mr Clegg assembled on several days at the cross at six o'clock in the
morning to take tracings from the worn stone'. (Hough, 2l).
'Apart from Botany we did very little science. There was only onc small lab. anyway, for
chemistry and physics together.' J. Dawson-Hooley, quoted in Hough, 29.
The best known of these were Sir Harry Godwin, FRS, and Professor of Botany, Cambridge,
and Dr W. E. Gye, FRS, Head of Cancer Rescarch. Both continued to communicate
regularly with Clegg until his death.
The houses were named Doncaster-Stone, Keeley-Webb, Hoopcr-Lcwis and Racklyeft-
Maltby; Clegg suggested that the permanent school memorial should take the form of a
large piece of Charnwood granite embedded in the school grounds, but this was never
carried out. His own gravestone, however, is in this form.
Hough, op,cit., 15.
rbid.,37.
Among these were Miss Taylor (190+l9afl; Miss Turner, an ex-pupil who remained in the
school for all her teaching career, succeeding Miss Taylor as deputy head; Mr Crompton
(1919-1960); Miss Silk (1917-1955); Miss Drake (l9ll-1943); Mr Mansfield (l9la-1952);
Miss Evans (1907-1943).
Among these was Professor C. B. Fawcctt (l90el9ll) who graduated while at the school
and joined the staff at London University. F. L. Attenborough (1913-1915) an ex-pupil,
continued to Emmanuel College, Cambridge, and subsequently bccamc principal of Univer-
sity College, Leicester. He married Samuel Clegg's daughter, Mary, their children being
Richard and David Attenborough.
Hough, op.cit., 42.
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15 lbid., 22.76 lbid., 43.17 lbid., 43.1t lbid.,37.7e Obituary, Long Eaton Advertiser, 15 March 1930.t0 He had suffered a bout of severe pneumonia in l9l0 which had kept him bedridden for
several months. In 1920 he was given leave to take a holiday in Italy. He was again ill in
1929.Er The plans for the completion of the school arrived on the day he died. The extensions were
completed by the spring of 1931.t2 Obituary, Long Eoton Advertiser.t3 His family moved to Sawley when he was eleven and he lived there, with the exception of the
two years spent in Manchester, for the rest of his life.

E" Obituary, Long Eoton Advertiser.t5 lbid.85 lbtd.87 F. H. Roberts was appointed from the l4l applicants for the post. He had been a pupil at
King Edward VI School, Birmingham, had graduated in English, and trained for teaching,
at St Edmund's Hall, Oxford, and had been a teacher at Batlcy Grammar School from l9l5
to 1920. From 1920 to 1927 he had been head of English at the Central Secondary School,
Sheffield, and then headmaster of Malmesbury Grammar School. His background was thus
very different from Clegg's.t8 As well as Drawing and Design, Clegg wrote the introduction to, and arranged, the publishing
of the Cypress Grove by the lTth century poet, William Drummond of Hawthornden. His
l90l History of Long Eaton Co-operative Movement has been referred to in the text.te Most of the pictures are still in the school. The most valuable of his books, a l5th century
Plutarch, is in Long Eaton Library.e0 Tropp, A., The School Teachers <1957\,4.


